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Miele premium appliances now available at Appliance Factory & Mattress 
Kingdom 

 

DENVER, CO - Miele appliances are now available at all 16 Colorado Appliance 
Factory & Mattress Kingdom and both Appliance Factory Fine Lines locations. 
With luxury homes sales on the rise in Colorado, customers are counting on 
independent retailers like Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom to pick up 
where big box appliance retailers cap out. 
  
Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom owner and CEO Chuck Ewing stated, 
“We’re thrilled to be able to offer premium appliance lines like Miele to our 
customers. They make some of the best appliances on the market and are truly 
known for their outstanding dishwashers. It’s great to be able to have a complete 
line of product to offer customers at Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom or 
Appliance Factory Fine Lines.” Big box retailers carry mass premium appliances 
like GE, LG, and Samsung leaving homeowners who desire higher-end 
appliances stranded. Shopping at an independent appliance retailer like 
Appliance Factory means that not only do you have a larger variety of mass 
premium brands like the big box stores at a guaranteed better price, you can also 
find luxury brands like Viking, Thermador, Jenn-Air and now Miele.” 
  
The addition of the Miele brand provides Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom 
an opportunity to earn the business of Colorado’s most distinguished 
homeowners and show them they are much more than the nation’s largest 
discount appliance and mattress retailer. Ewing stated, “In addition to providing 
customers premium appliance brands, our luxury division Appliance Factory Fine 
Lines offers our customer a chance to have Celebrity Chef Mark Kalix, 
Colorado’s Top Chef, out to their home for an in-home cooking class and dinner 
party. Our culinary program and attention to detail is what allows us to earn 
homeowner and designer’s business.” 
  
 
About Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom 
Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom is the nation’s 28th largest independent 
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appliance and mattress retailer in the nation, moving up two spots from last year. 
CEO Chuck Ewing started the company in Denver from his garage in 1986 and 
grew it into a successful local business employing nearly 500 people. 
WHO: Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom 
WHAT: Appliance Factory & Mattress Kingdom is now partnering with Miele 
WHEN: August 31, 2018 
WHERE: All 16 Colorado Locations 
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